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Dorall Being Her - Eau de
Toilette for Women 100 ml
Price 4.99 €

Availability  Available

In Stock 22 pcs.

Delivery within 2-4 working days

Similar Jean Paul Gaultier La Belle

Description
Welcome to 1perfumery.co.uk – your exclusive destination for fragrance innovation and timeless elegance. We are pleased to
introduce Dorall Being Her - Eau de Toilette for women in the generous 100ml bottle. Immerse yourself with us in the world of
fragrances and discover the dupe of La Belle Jean Paul Gaultier.

Dorall Being Her - Eau de Toilette: A fragrance with personality
Dorall Being Her is more than just an eau de toilette; it is an expression of sophisticated femininity and timeless elegance. The
top notes of pear and bergamot give this fragrance a refreshing lightness, while the heart notes of floral notes and leather
create a captivating depth. Base notes of vanilla, vetiver, amber and musk complete the olfactory experience, making Dorall
Being Her a captivating fragrance for women.

La Belle Jean Paul Gaultier Dupes: A Tribute to Excellence
Dorall Being Her is not just a dupe fragrance; it is a creative tribute to the excellence of La Belle Jean Paul Gaultier. This
unique creation captures the essence of the original and presents it in a modern and affordable form. Experience the magic of
scent doubling that combines quality and affordable luxury.

Why 1perfumery.co.uk: Variety of fragrances with style
At 1perfumery.co.uk we create a fragrance environment that combines quality and variety. Dorall Being Her is an example of
our dedication to offering our customers exclusive fragrance alternatives. Discover the world of fragrance innovation at
1perfumery.co.uk and experience how a unique scent can enrich your daily life.
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